
 
GUIDELINES FOR WRITING AN ESSAY USING PRIMARY SOURCES (DOCUMENT-BASED 

QUESTIONS) 
 
 

1. Read the task. Make sure you understand what is being asked of you as a writer. You should do this by clearly identifying the 
time period and by breaking down the question into recognizable parts. For example, if the question requires that you address 
the political, economic and political dimensions of a particular event in history you must address all three in your essay to some 
degree. Prepare your outline accordingly. YOU DON’T GET TO PICK THE TOPIC. STICK TO THE TASK!  

 
2. Brainstorm. Jot down all the names, events, acts, and writings that come to mind for the period covered in the essay.  At least five 

of these of these terms will later be drawn upon as outside information in the essay.  
 
3. Write a very rough outline. Most likely, you will know the time period in question and already have a sense of how to address the 

issues presented. Go to the documents before you write your essay only if you do not know anything about the topic. This is really 
an unlikely scenario.  

 
4. Go to the documents, read and highlight (you don’t have to use a highlighter pen. You can underline, or put stars…whatever works 

for you). You should also note next to each document any additional outside information triggered by the document itself. 
You do not need to use all of the documents to score at the highest levels on the DBQs but you should use most of them. 

 
5. Group the documents together by general topic/area that relates to your task.  You do not have to use all of the documents. Some 

documents may be more valuable or more reliable than others. Pick and choose the documents you plan to use and put them in the 
order you will be using them. Group documents with similar ideas together. You may also want to note which documents 
contrast/contradict others.  

 
6. When you begin writing, you should use standard historical writing format to address the issue (no first person, no opinion, no “In 

this essay…” or “in my opinion…”. The thesis in the introduction should be clearly stated. In addition, the sooner the thesis is 
stated the better.  

 
 

KEY TIPS 
 

1. Remember: Do not quote extensively from the documents; you should weave the key ideas found in them into the text of the essay. 
Remember that you must always integrate useful and meaningful outside information into your essay. DBQs without a reasonable balance 
of documentary references and outside information will not be scored highly.  

 
2. Remember: a clear, well-developed thesis that evaluates the relative importance of historical factors is critical. If your thesis is strong, and 

you have composed a well-written essay with effective analysis and a nice balance of outside information with references to the documents, 
you will succeed. A strong thesis demonstrates that the student understands the complexity of the issue and offers the student an additional 
opportunity to weave into the essay the document and outside information.  
 

3. Remember: you do not need to quote extensively from documents. In fact, doing so is probably a waste of time and may tip off the reader 
that you don’t really understand the essence of the document. Use a fragment or a sentence (see citation styles below), and summarize the 
idea(s) in the document.  
 

4. Remember: in citing sources, you do not have to follow the formal rules used for research papers. HOWEVER, it is better to mention the 
author or subjects of a document.  

 
For example, “King Edward stated,” or “Galileo’s Starry Messenger indicates,” rather than merely referring to “Document A.”  

 
Example 1: Acceptable, but could be better  
As noted in Document G, Abigail Adams encouraged her husband to “remember the ladies” and grant voting and political rights to 
women. 
  
Example 2: More effective  
Abigail Adams wrote to her husband, “Remember the ladies,” indicating her concern that the rights created by the American 
Revolution would not extend to women of the new country (Document G).  

 
It is not necessary to quote extensively from the documents. In fact, doing so is probably a waste of time and may tip off the reader that you don’t really 
understand the essence of the document. Use a fragment or a sentence (see citation styles below), and summarize the idea(s) in the document.  
 

5. Remember: Not all outside information is equal! Provide outside information that strengthens your arguments. Don’t waste time with mind- 
numbing detail or descriptions.  

 
Example 1: Although the U.S. remained neutral in the early part of World War I,  
the loss of American lives when the Lusitania was sunk by the Germans  
began to sway public opinion.  
 
Example 2:  
The U.S. remained neutral in the early part of World War I. The Lusitania, a Cunard liner carrying 1,500 people aboard was sunk 
by a  
Mark I torpedo fired by a German U-boat. U-boat is the German  
term for a submarine. The liner sank in under two hours after it was  
racked by explosions.  

 
6. Remember: Conclusions should demonstrate how the issue discussed fits into the “bigger picture.” Although the conclusion is not the most 

important part of the DBQ, you will not help yourself by an ending that is cutesy, sarcastic, or judgmental — or, worse still — a conclusion 
that differs significantly from your argument.  
 

7. Remember, you must write a unified essay, and not merely a “laundry list” or summary of what is in each of the documents. The teacher 
knows the documents; she/he (or the Board of Regents, or the College Board) placed them in the essay! Refer to other events of the historical 
event or era, and indicate how the documents relate to these events.  

 
 

Relax and write with confidence once you have determined your thesis and your approach, and you have PREPARED your material 


